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Summary

Slowly varying pressure oscillations in the cranial enclosure are

well known, especially intracranial pressure waves as best described

by the pioneering works of Janny and Lundberg. Nevertheless, in

spite of over twenty five years research on intracranial pressure

waves, their origin and regulation remain unclear but are often con-

sidered only as pathological. Our aim was to review data on these

phenomena to clarify their biological status and the role that they

could play in the management of patients su¤ering from such intra-

cranial neurosurgical diseases as intracranial hypertension, severe

head injury, and hydrocephalus. It appears that these pressure waves

reveal important information on the function of the cerebral vascu-

lature and as such have significance for influencing intracranial

compliance. Pressure waves are also closely associated with auto-

regulation, in particular dynamic autoregulation. It seems evident

that they are not only pathophysiological but also physiological,

linked with other biological parameters such as the neurovegetative

cardiovascular system, breathing, and sleeping. This study shows

that it is not only important to continue to explore these slow waves,

but also the methods of analysis in order to more fully clarify their

clinical significance.

Keywords: Intracranial pressure; slow waves; arterial blood pres-

sure; intracranial hypertension.

Introduction

The slow pressure waves in the cranial enclosure in-

clude as components both the well known intracranial

pressure (ICP) waves of the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)

described in the pioneer studies of Janny [47] and

Lundberg [67] and the slow waves carried by blood

vessels. The arterial blood pressure (ABP) component

is the most frequently analysed of the latter. It is ex-

tracted from the peripheral ABP signal (e.g. radial ar-

tery) which is accepted, under clinical conditions, to be

a correlate of the intracranial ABP signal. Pulse and

respiratory waves respectively derived from cardiac

and breathing activities are excluded from the defini-

tion [59]. The vascular origin of the ICP slow waves

through intracranial volume variations is nowadays

accepted, even if it was only demonstrated for the

slowest, the A or ‘‘plateau wave’’ [104, 107]. The cere-

bral control, without precise explanation, of these pe-

riodic activities or rhythms, has been evoked at once

[47, 67, 123] at least for the fastest (Lundberg B and C

waves). The inter-relationships between ICP and ABP

waves, cerebral perfusion pressure (CPP), craniospinal

compliance and with autoregulation are still con-

troversial. From a clinical point of view, mostly the

Lundberg A and B waves are used. For example, they

are analysed by research groups interested in ICP dy-

namics of hydrocephalus to determine patient selec-

tion for shunting. They are also indicative of intra-

cranial hypertension (ICH). In the management of

ICH in severely head injured patients, a minimal du-

ration of 2 minutes of ICH was proposed prior to

treatment [56, 82]. More recently an ICP threshold

of 20 mmHg–25 mmHg was set [13]. However, these

absolute values must be carefully interpreted as for

example a 2-minute duration only corresponds to the

longest duration B wave which may return sponta-

neously to a normal ICP value. Analysis of B-waves

was one of the main preoccupations of neurosurgeons

and neuro-care physicians for many years. Nowadays

B waves are of less importance because of the changed

clinical focus on more aggressive ICP therapy but may

also be due to the current bedside environment in in-

tensive care units not easily providing for the display



and analysis of B waves. Routinely, these waves are

best seen on graphic representations of the time signal.

Most transducers do not distort the slow waves but

inadequate sampling and poor printer resolution can

lead to wave disappearance. This technical problem

may in part explain their intermittent characteristics.

Historically these slowly varyingwaves were defined by

Janny and Lundberg from a simple visual description.

Nowadays temporal and frequency domain mathe-

matical approaches allow amore objective analysis and

a semi-automatic or automatic quantification and/or

detection. The frequency domain approach is more

recent [38, 59, 106] and provides a concise description

[62]. Mathematical tools are also used, which enhance

the simple graphic analysis, for comparing slow waves

between two or more signals, in particular to mea-

sure the phase lags or time-delays while attempting to

quantify cerebral vasoreactivity, in particular auto-

regulation.

Characterisation of the Slow Pressure Waves

The slow waves are considered both permanent and

intermittent mainly if they are respectively envisaged

from a physiological or a pathological point of view.

The most widely used classification for the slow ICP

waves is Lundberg’s similar to Janny’s (Table 1). In

trying to find a rationale several classifications have

been proposed to clarify the various types of slow

waves based on the description of di¤erent morpholo-

gies or temporal patterns for the B and A waves [14,

15, 59, 65, 102]. Recently a new type of classification

based on a frequency approach was proposed [59]. It

includes all types of pressure waves. Derived from the

classical data of the ICP waves, three distinct fre-

quency bands were created (Table 1): Infra B (IB) be-

low 8 mHz (e.g. Fig. 1a); B from 8 mHz to 50 mHz

(e.g. Fig. 1b); and ultra B (UB) beyond 50 mHz up to

200 mHz (e.g. Fig. 2). From the preliminary studies it

was evident that, at least under pathological con-

ditions, ICP slow waves can coexist at the same time

[47, 67, 109]. Sometimes they have some remarkable

patterns, such as an amplitude modulation by the

slowest [59] and a gradual temporal transformation

from B to A waves [59, 102]. Historically A waves were

considered as intermittent pathological oscillations,

also currently named ‘‘plateau wave’’ [47, 67] express-

ing an uncompensated ICH and more frequently ob-

served with posterior fossa occupying lesions [89].

From a biomechanical point of view, today, they are

linked with low compliance conditions [23]. B waves

were originally considered as intermittent physiologi-

cal waves of which the amplitudes increase during ICH

[47] or as intermittent pathological waves linked to

respiration [67]. C waves were linked to peripheral

ABP waves [47, 67], stricto sensu the Mayer waves.

The pathological character of the ICP slow waves,

with its therapeutic implications, is not clear. They

were, and still are, considered as pathological for the A

waves [47, 67], for the B [17] and for the C waves [67,

109]. From the analysis of long-term recordings per-

formed for active hydrocephalus, they are limited to

those with definite amplitude and occurrence charac-

teristics [11, 18, 35, 48, 55, 96, 102, 115] Table 2). For

the most widely accepted as pathological, the plateau

waves, Czosnyka et al. [23] have recently shown that

they are not associated with a bad prognosis in the se-

verely injured patients. Several studies on subarach-

noı̈d haemorrhage argue that the presence of B and IB

waves are evidence of vasomotor instability [40], re-

duced in cases of vasospasm and sedation [60] and

abolished during ‘‘vasoparalysis’’ [40]. Venes [123]

noted that in cases of ICH due to a mass e¤ect, the

presence of B waves was linked to a good outcome.

Table 1. Classifications of Slow ICP Waves

Classification Wave Oscillation (waves/min) Amplitude (mmHg) Frequency band (mHz)

Janny type 1 6 to 12 1.5 to 2.2 (healthy subjects) 66.3 to 200

type 2 or slow cycle 0.5 to 3 [dominant: 1 w/min] 10.3 (current) 8.33 to 50

‘‘coup d’hypertension’’ variable occurrence

Lundberg C wave 4 to 8 from discernible to 20 66.33 to 133.3

B wave 0.5 to 2 [dominant: 1 w/min] from discernible to 50 8.33 to 33.3

A wave or plateau wave variable occurrence 50 to 100 (current)

(current duration: 5 to 20 min)

Frequency UB >50 to 200

B 8 to 50

IB <8
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From a physiological point of view, the permanence of

three types of physiological slow waves was not con-

firmed due to a lack of long term recordings on healthy

subjects. Nevertheless the presence of B waves in

healthy infants during sleep was demonstrated [125]

and during short ICP signal recordings [59]. Indirectly

they were also identified in cerebral blood flow velocity

(CBFV) in healthy subjects [80]. The main hypothesis

has been a permanent physiological phenomenon, am-

plified, hence easy to detect, during ICH and other

brain-su¤ering conditions [26, 30, 47]. From a clinical

point of view the slow waves are mainly evidence of the

intracranial pressure dynamics, sometimes participat-

ing in the decompensation of ICH for the slowest and

widest, like the ‘‘plateau waves’’. In this limited sense,

they can be considered as pathological waves. In other

cases, the definition of thresholds for the amplitude

and for the frequency, though the latter is linked to the

former [59], seems to be necessary to identify not

pathological waves but pathological patterns. ABP

slow waves described in peripheral arteries (e.g. Figs.

1, 3) have been well known for a long time but the ter-

minology is still imprecise. Authors used more or less

equally the terms Mayer, Traube-Hering, or Traube-

Hering-Mayer waves. In fact theMayer waves or third-

order waves are linked to modifications of the vascular

tone, and the Traube-Hering waves or second-order

waves to the respiratory movements [5, 16, 99]. The

predominant frequencies of the Mayer waves can be

divided into two distinct bands: the lowest from about

30–40 mHz to 60–80 mHz and the highest from about

100 mHz to 200 mHz [3, 16, 36, 46, 99, 126]. Fourth-

order waves, with a frequency of 0.55 mHz were also

described in pathological circumstances without ICH

[16].

Fig. 1. (a) Spontaneous IB waves on ICP and ABP signals (severe

head injury patient): duration 1 h 55 min (start from left 1:30 p.m.),

sampling 8 times/sec, mean ICP ¼ 23:6 mmHg (SD ¼ 1:6),

mean ABP ¼ 98:9 mmHg (SD ¼ 5:6), mean CPP ¼ 74:8 mmHg

(SD ¼ 6:1). (b) Spontaneous B waves on ICP and ABP signals

(severe head injury patient): duration 10 min 30 sec (start from

left 0:19 p.m.), sampling 8 times/sec, mean ICP ¼ 9:3 mmHg

(SD ¼ 1:4), mean ABP ¼ 76:8 mmHg (SD ¼ 3:1). The mean time-

delay between ICP and ABP B waves was 9.3 sec

Fig. 2. Spontaneous UB waves evolving simultaneously with B

waves on ICP signal (severe head injury patient). Top: signal, 2-min

duration (start from left 5:42 p.m.), sampling 100 times/sec, mean

value ¼ 11:6 mmHg (SD ¼ 1:3). Bottom filtering (low pass filter)

showing the UB waves with a frequency of about 133 mHz
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Physiology and Pathophysiology of the Slow Pressure

Waves

The analogy between the ICP and ABP slow waves

is strong. Their frequency domains overlap and ac-

cording to our current knowledge their regulations are

quite similar. The discrepancies could be due to the

biomechanical characteristics of the vascular tree and

the cranial enclosure. The ICP waves could be the re-

sult of signals of which the vascular one is predomi-

nant. The role of the systemic and intracranial vascular

controls is still debated. In general, the two main in-

fluences on the appearance and occurrence of the IC

slow pressure waves are the vascular bed and the com-

pliance of the enclosure.

Time Relationships Between ICP and ABP Slow

Waves

These time relationships are a slightly di¤erent func-

tion of the frequency bands. For the IB band, Rosner’s

theory [107, 108] considers that the plateau wave fol-

lows a CPP decrease induced by an ABP decrease, but

the peak of ICP precedes the ABP one (e.g. Fig. 1a).

The existence of a high and a low autoregulatory

threshold was proposed to explain the initiation and

the end of the process. At the maximum CPP drop, a

Cushing phenomenon could be involved in the pe-

ripheral ABP increase. In fact less than one quarter of

IB waves, also named vasogenic waves, have such a

chronology in a non-selected large series of severely

head injured patients, and in most of the cases the

trough of CPP is synchronous with the ICP peak [100]

(e.g. Fig. 1a). Di¤erent types of chronology between

ICP, ABP, and CPP IB waves were clearly confirmed

by a recent study [23], but were already noted by others

authors [65, 67, 79, 109]. Rosner [108] had also dem-

onstrated that the chronology of the B waves is similar

to the plateau waves (e.g. Fig. 1b). He proposed the

same mechanism of regulation. Other studies have

noted for B and even UB waves, that the ICP can be

linked to the ABP, as accepted by the Rosner theory.

They can also have unorganised or synchronous rela-

tionships [85, 109], or inversion of peaks with the ABP

preceding the ICP [112]. The absence of dynamic au-

toregulation could explain the synchronous increase of

ICP and ABP during B waves [22].

Relationships with Autoregulation

Autoregulation based on active variations of cere-

brovascular resistance can be seen from two angles.

Schematically the static, or classical one, corresponds

to a near constant cerebral blood flow over a range of

ABP or CPP values, i.e. the pressure-flow aspect, but

also the capability to regulate the flow for di¤erent

brain metabolism needs, i.e. the metabolic-flow aspect.

In clinical conditions only the pressure-flow aspect

is assessed by ABP variations with drugs, in spite of

ethical and practical bedside di‰culties: hypertension

with phenylephrine [58, 84, 114], or angiotensin [31];

hypotension with trimethaphan camsylate [58, 84], or

labetalol [58]. Recently Dawson et al. [24] proposed an

alternative to drugs with mechanical manoeuvres last-

ing 2 min and 45 sec. The flow variations are measured

Table 2. Characteristics of Slow ICP Waves Considered as Pathological in Chronic Hydrocephalus

Authors A waves B waves

Chawla et al. (1974) occasional frequency: 1 wave/min

period: 5 to 20 min duration of trains: 5 to 30 min

Symon and Dorsch (1975) mean daily occurrence: 1.58 (SD ¼ 1:67) occurrence >¼ 80% of the recording

mean amplitude: 18 mmHg (SD ¼ 11:2)

Lamas et al. (1980) amplitude 8 mmHg to 34 mmHg ‘‘very frequent’’

period: 8 to 14 min

Pickard et al. (1980) frequency: 1 wave/min

minimal amplitude: 2–3 mmHg

occurrence > 5% of the recording

Janny et al. (1981) ‘‘low amplitude, degraded’’

Borgessen and Gjerrris (1982) frequency: 1–2 wave/min

occurrence >¼ 50%

train duration: 10 min

Godersky and Gra¤-Radford (1991) occurrence > 50%

Raftopoulos et al. (1994) amplitude > 9 mmHg
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directly by 133Xe single-photon emission computed

tomography [31, 58, 84], or indirectly by transcranial

Doppler (TCD) on large vessels [24, 58, 114] assuming

that their calibre is almost invariable during the pro-

cedure. This type of autoregulation is susceptible to

hypercapnia, which experimentally abolishes the re-

sponse leading to a passive pressure relationship [39].

The dynamic aspect of autoregulation was initially

defined as rapidly adaptive cerebral blood flood mod-

ifications provoked by tensional manoeuvres [1]. The

comparison of spontaneous slow waves, in terms of

coherence and gain, was also applied in the IB domain

to evaluate dynamic autoregulation [33]. These ele-

ments introduced the temporal dimension in the pro-

cess of autoregulation for the pressure-flow aspect. In a

broad sense the dynamic aspect of autoregulation can

be defined as the delay between ABP or CPP variations

and the adaptation of CBF [20, 33, 34]. The CO2 level

influences the dynamic autoregulation, the amplitude

is lower and the delay is longer during hypercapnia

and inversely so during hypocapnia [2]. Several tech-

niques have been proposed to quantify this dynamic

process. They fall into three types. The first uses artifi-

cial manoeuvres, i.e. carotid compression [20, 34], re-

lease of a tight cu¤ [1, 87], slow breathing [25], Val-

salva manoeuvre [120] and orthostatic hypotension

[90]. The second type analyses intermittently the inter-

relationship between B waves of a couple of signals

(i.e. ICP, ABP, SJO2, CBFV) by calculation of a

cross-correlation coe‰cient [112], a regression line [94]

and a phase shift angle [10]. The third type analyses

continuously the inter-relationship of B waves between

CPP and CBFV [21] and between ABP and ICP [22,

63]. The links between dynamic autoregulation and the

slow pressure waves are revealed by several convincing

data which support the principle that the time delay

measured between ICP and ABP slow waves could be

due to and/or modulated by the autoregulation. The

chronology and the duration of the time delays be-

tween slow waves on ICP and related signals are of the

order of those of the dynamic autoregulation [1, 2, 10,

25, 29, 53, 63, 109, 112] (see Tables 3 & 4 for compar-

ison). Czosnika et al. [23] have shown that IB waves

are associated with dynamic autoregulation. There are

links between the evaluations of dynamic autoregula-

tion through artificial manoeuvres and spontaneous

oscillations [95] and between dynamic and static auto-

regulation [119]. Static autoregulation can be present

during plateau waves [79, 107] and IB waves may

occur regardless of static autoregulation [79].

Fig. 3. (a, b) Example of frequential monitoring in the B band

on ICP (a) and ABP (b) (severe head injury patient). Top: signals,

duration 40 min (start from left 0:19 p.m.), sampling 8 times/sec,

mean ICP ¼ 12:6 mmHg (SD ¼ 3:2), mean ABP ¼ 76:1 mmHg

(SD ¼ 3:2). Middle: frequential monitoring, variation of amplitude

(range from 0 to 3 mmHg on right). Bottom: frequential monitoring,

variation of frequency (range from 8 to 50 mHz on left)
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Origin and Control of Slow Intracranial Pressure

Waves

Slow ICP Waves

For the B and C waves because of theirs durations

(from five seconds to two minutes) only the vascular

bed seems to explain these biological events. Pioneer

work has proposed the vascular origin of these waves

[47, 67, 7]. Recent B wave data obtained from laser

Doppler microcirculation flowmetry under pathophy-

siological conditions [91] and in CBFV in healthy

people [80] indicate the same. The vascular origin of A

waves was demonstrated [79, 104] even if the implica-

tion of concomitant CSF flow modifications is unclear

[41–43, 104]. Only for the IB and B waves, two appar-

ently di¤erent theories are evoked for the control of

these vascular volume oscillations, i.e. the ABP-based

Table 3. Time – Delays Between Slow Waves on Di¤erent Signals

Authors Stimulus Response: time delay (sec), signal Subjects

Type Method Half max response(h), overshoot(o),

peak(pp) or trough(tp) to peak

De Rougemeont

et al. (1972)

ABP waves spontaneous

(1 wave/min)

6 to 10 (pp); ICP human neurosurgical

patients

Kontos et al.

(1978)

decrease ABP oscillated

(about 1 wave/min)

3 to 7 (o); 9 to 12 (tp); pial artery diameter cats healthy

Aaslid et al.

(1989)

decrease ABP leg cu¤ deflation 3,4 (h); 8 to 12 (o); arterial CBFV human healthy

Aaslid et al.

(1991)

decrease ABP leg cu¤ deflation 4,6 (h); 6,8 (o); venous sinusal CBFV

3,7 (h); 6,7 (o); arterial CBFV

human healthy

Steinmeier et al.

(1996)

ABP waves,

SJO2 waves,

ICP waves,

& CBFV waves

spontaneous

(1 wave/min)

0,62 to 6,89 (pp); ICP

1,50 to 1,2 (pp); CBFV

6,06 to 9,47 (pp); SJO2

4,1 to 11,25 (pp); SJO2

human neurosurgical

patients

Lemaire et al.

(1998)

ABP waves

& ICP waves

spontaneous

B band

4,7 (pp); ICP

6,73 (pp); ABP

human severe head

injuried

Droste & Krauss

(1999)

ABP waves

& ICP waves

spontaneous

B band

1 to 11 (pp), ABP

mean ¼ 4,2

human suspected

NPH

Table 4. Chronologies Between Slow Waves on Di¤erent Signals

Authors Stimulus Wave chronology Subjects

Type Method

De Rougemeont

et al. (1972)

ABP waves spontaneous

(1/min)

ICP preceeds ABP human neurosurgical

patients

Kontos et al.

(1978)

decrease ABP oscillated

(about 1 wave/min)

Pial artery caliber increasing follows ABP cats healthy

Diehl et al.

(1995)

ABP waves slow forced breathing

(0,1 Hz)

CBFV preceeds ABP (mean phase 70�, >30�)
CBFV is synchronous with ABP (phase < 5�)

human healthy

suspected of

autoregulation

disturbance

Steinmeier et al.

(1996)

ABP waves

SJO2 waves

ICP waves

CBFV waves

spontaneous

(1/min)

ICP follows ABP in the majority of the cases

ICP preceeds CBFV in the majority of the cases

SJO2 preceeds ICP in the majority of the cases

SJO2 preceeds CBFV in the majority of the cases

human neurosurgical

patients

Blaber et al.

(1997)

ABP tilt body (supine) CBFV preceeds ABP (mean phase 30� G 5�) human healthy &

autonomic failure

Lemaire et al.

(1998)

ABP waves

ICP waves

spontaneous

B band

ICP preceeds ABP in the majority of the cases human severe head

injuried

Droste &

Krauss (1999)

ABP waves

ICP waves

spontaneous

B band

ICP preceeds ABP in the majority of the cases human suspected

NPH
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and the neuropacemaker-based. The former is the

Rosner’s theory [108]: waves are provoked by ABP

variations dependent on the level of catecholamine,

temporal evolution is regulated by autoregulation

thresholds and a Cushing phenomenon induced by

upper brainstem ischemia. During ICH it was demon-

strated that there is an increase of sympathetic activity,

worsened by ABP hypotension [51]. The Cushing re-

sponse is an unspecific reaction of the brainstem which

is triggered by factors other than ICH: ischemia, hy-

poxia, hypercarbia [68]. The sympathetic cardiovas-

cular tone is also controlled in the right insular lobe

[92]. This could explain fluctuations in ABP, and po-

tentially of slow waves, in spite of dysfunction of the

brain stem and/or ICH. The neuropacemaker-based

theory is based on the central origin and control of

these oscillations. It involves the cholinergic basal

forebrain, the brain stem, the cingulate cortex and the

reticular formation of the medulla [44, 70–75, 121].

They could correspond to the vasomotor neurovege-

tative central centres, maybe di¤erent for each fre-

quency band [70, 71], and the specific brain pathways

of the cerebral vessels. The ABP-based and the neuro-

pacemaker-based theories correspond respectively to

the pathophysiological side and to the physiological

side of a same phenomena, the ABP wave. The waves

can be modified by the mechanical status of the cra-

niospinal enclosure and by the vasoreactivity, in par-

ticular the autoregulation, and by the reaction to

distortion or to ischemia of the neural centres. The

control centres and pathways could be the same for

both theories.

Slow ABP Waves

Few data are available on slow intracranial blood

pressure waves. There are B waves in cerebral blood

flow of patients and healthy subjects [28, 66, 80, 86]

and under experimental conditions on microcircula-

tion [7]. Experimentally there are also UB waves in

micro-circulation [27, 49, 81, 93]. The sympathetic

cervical system and the level of ABP influence the oc-

currence of UB waves [49, 93]. It is interesting to note

that the neurovegetative system is also involved in the

extension of the low and high limits of cerebral auto-

regulation [69]. An intrinsic muscular parietal activity

of cerebral vessels was also described in the B band [6].

On the other hand many studies in the cardiovascular

domain have documented the presence, origin, and

regulation of slow extra-cranial ABP waves. Beyond

the definitions of the frequency bands the slow blood

pressure waves are ubiquitous, directly visible in the

systemic circulation (e.g. Figs. 1, 3) and also in the eye

enclosure [118]. As for the slow ICP waves they are

considered to be both a physiological and a patho-

physiological phenomenon attributed to vaso- and

chemocentral feed-back controls, central spinal oscil-

lators and ischemic central oscillations [3, 36, 99]. The

permanency, or at least sustained episodes, of the

Mayer waves during pathological and almost physio-

logical circumstances of ABP fluctuations [78, 99],

suggests a physiological origin, modulated and/or

triggered by pathological or physiological conditions

of the vasomotor sector. ABP slow waves are linked to

heart beat fluctuations [3]. A non-linear control related

to respiratory variations was proposed [46].

Relationships Between Slow ICP Waves and

Other Biological Parameters

Several other biological signals are linked through

their frequency bands to the slow intracranial pressure

waves. The ICP slow waves are linked to neuronal ac-

tivities in the spinal cord [74], the brain stem [44, 52,

70–72, 121], the hypothalamic nuclei [70, 71, 110] and

in the cingulate cortex [70]. Studies have also shown

oscillations of brain metabolism in B and UB bands

[27, 81, 124]. Peripheral blood gas concentrations of

CO2 and O2 have oscillations in the B band incon-

sistently linked with ICP B waves [30, 50, 67]. The re-

lationship of the ICP B waves with Cheyne-Stokes

respiration has been well documented for a long time

[30, 47, 67]. In most of the cases the ICP peak coincides

with the widest breathing movement [30]. It is inter-

esting to note that the di¤erent rhythms of this respi-

ration [57] are included in the B frequency band. Oth-

ers respiratory patterns in the B band are also linked

with ICP B waves [32]. Janny [47] described links be-

tween ICP UB waves and respiration. It was also

known [67] that artificial ventilation can either pro-

voke the disappearance of high amplitude B waves or

modify the pattern. During both pathological and

physiological circumstances, ICP and ABP waves in

IB and B bands have shown an increase in activity

during REM sleep [8, 19, 37, 52, 55, 77, 83, 97, 110,

115, 127]. The vascular control by sympathetic activity

could be the link between waves and sleep [8, 19, 64,

67]. Loss of consciousness during coma and sedation

seems to reduce the amplitude of B and IB waves [60].
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There are also links between SJO2 and ICP slow

waves, dramatic changes in SjO2 during ICP B waves

[101] and inconsistent fluctuations of SjO2 [50, 101,

105] during IB waves. Studies have shown that a de-

crease in craniospinal compliance modifies the ampli-

tude and frequency, of the slow ICP waves, in partic-

ular increasing the B wave amplitude [26, 61, 122].

Indirectly Allen and Bunt [4] have found slow oscil-

lations of compliance in the IB and B bands, and if we

consider that they are spontaneous, show the complex

reciprocal influence of waves and compliance. Several

other triggering factors have been identified for B and

IB waves: experimental ABP hypotension [53], a de-

crease in CPP regardless of the cause [107], and an in-

crease in CSF outflow resistance [41–43, 122] which set

o¤ a response as accepted by the Rosner theory. Clini-

cally decreasing ABP and CPP [108] have similar ef-

fects. Experimentally the influence of anaesthetics and

ABP on the frequency and amplitude of B waves is

debated [45, 49].

Clinical Implications

Two main application domains emerge from the

data given by the slow pressure waves, i.e. the as-

sessment of intracranial volume-pressure relationships

which has been proposed since 1989 [106] and the

quantification of vasoreactivity, in particular the cere-

bral autoregulation. The knowledge of vaso (auto)

regulation status could be of interest mainly in the

management of ICH, whatever the cause, and after

traumatic head injury. For the latter, ICH and im-

pairment of cerebrovascular reactivity are well known

causes of cerebral ischemia [117]. But the prognostic

value of a loss of static autoregulation [12, 31, 114] or

dynamic autoregulation [88, 111, 113] during severe or

mild head injury is not clear. In the clinical environ-

ment the interpretation of biological parameters is

rarely univocal, in particular the vascular ones which

are dependent, among others, on dynamic and static

CBF autoregulation, active and passive arteriolar vas-

odilatation [98], false static [103], and pressure-based

and metabolic-based autoregulation. This could ex-

plain the discrepancy in prognosis. The temporal anal-

ysis of the relationship between ICP and ABP B waves,

as amarker of impaired dynamic autoregulation, seems

to be promising [21, 22]. The second clinical domain of

application is ICH, but the pathological role of slow

ICP waves is not clearly identified. One exception is

the high amplitude and/or long duration waves which

can decrease the CBF either locally or in the entire

brain by reducing the CPP and/or reducing micro-

circulation due to high intraparenchymal pressure.

Monitoring the waves to detect and to treat these phe-

nomena appears to be indicated, but the threshold,

duration or range prior to treatment remains to be

identified even if durations of 5 min [82] or 15 min [23]

have been proposed. Nowadays ICP and ABP mon-

itoring are often both used to determine the CPP

bringing us back to the complexity of their relation-

ships in wave terms. Close to CBF, CPP slow wave

monitoring could be of interest. As shown in the im-

portant literature published earlier, the quantification

of the slow pressure waves also seems to be useful in

the treatment of hydrocephalus for determining good

patient outcome for shunting with the rationale that

the ICP slow wave activity is linked to the craniospinal

compliance. Recent work [9, 29, 54] continues to study

this approach, as an alternative to the CSF dynamic

explorations calculating the CSF outflow resistance

and the craniospinal compliance. Even so, the defini-

tion of amplitude and frequency thresholds and the

integration of the related physiological controls seem

to be a necessary condition. A decrease in B waves was

proposed as a goal in the treatment of hydrocephalus

[116] however the pathological character of the waves

is yet to be demonstrated.

Conclusion

Further studies are necessary to clarify the origin,

control and implications in physiology and patho-

physiology of the slow pressure waves, especially in the

intracranial domain. To enlarge the investigation field,

it is possible, from a physiological point of view, to

integrate the waves in the group of chronobiologi-

cal ultradian rhythms. However it is still uncertain

whether or not we can consider that the same phe-

nomenon covers both pathophysiological and physio-

logical conditions. It is also important to work on the

methods of analysis in both the frequency and tempo-

ral domains because the choice of mathematical tools

will determine the biological information supplied.
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